Introduction
The concept of uniformly distributed sequences plays a fundamental role in many branches of mathematics (ergodic theory, diophantine approximation, numerical integration, mathematical statistics, etc.). The object of the theory of Irregularities of Distribution is to measure the uniformity (or nonuniformity) of sequences and point distributions. For instance: how uniformly can an arbitrary distribution of n points in the unit cube be distributed relative to a given family of "nice" sets (e.g., boxes with sides parallel to the coordinate axes, balls, convex sets, etc.)? In 1935 van der Corput [6] conjectured that A,[~] cannot remain bounded as n tends to infinity. It was proved by Mrs T. van Aardenne-Ehrenfest [1] in 1945. Later,her beautiful theorem was improved and extended in various directions by the work of K. F. Roth and Wolfgang M. Schmidt, There is now a vast literature on this subject. We refer the reader to Schmidt's book [13] .
In this paper we continue the research started in Schmidt [11] , [12] . We recall one of his basic results (Corollary of Theorem A3 in [12] ): Let there be given n points where /z denotes the K-dimensional Lebesgue measure and el(K, e) is a positive absolute constant depending only on the dimension K and e>0. In short, this theorem expresses the fact that no point distribution can, relative to balls in U K, be too evenly distributed.
Note that Schmidt's theorem above guarantees the existence of a ball in U K with "error" very large as compared to that of boxes in U r with sides parallel to the axes. We recall: in 1954 K. F. Roth [9] proved the existence of a box B contained in U K with sides parallel to the axes and with "error" for any box B in U x with sides parallel to the axes (van tier Corput-Hammersley-Halton sequence, see e.g. Schmidt [13] Theorem 1 E in Chapter I).
In the last section of his book Schmidt [13] raised the question of understanding the fascinating phenomenon that balls have much greater "error" than boxes with sides parallel to the axes. Our aim is to give a partial answer to this question.
We start with an essential improvement of Schmidt's bound (1.1) (observe that in (I.1) the exponent of n tends to zero as K tends to infinity). Here the exponent (1/2-1~2K-e) of n is essentially the best possible. Indeed, using probabilistic ideas it is not hard to show that (1.2) is certainly false if we replace the exponent by (1/2-1/2K+e) with e>0 (for a quite analogous situation, see the proof of Theorem 2 in Beck [3] ). Observe that in (1.2) the exponent ofn tends to I/2 as K tends to infinity.
To avoid the technical difficulties caused by the requirement "contained in U r ' ', in what follows we shall study a new model.
Let S={%,z2,z3 .... } be a completely arbitrary infinite discrete set of points in Euclidean K-space R r. Given a compact set AcR x, write Note that in the proof of Theorem 2 A we shall actually estimate from below the quadratic average of the "error" ~[S ;A(r, a, v)]. More precisely, we shall prove that
where T is the group of proper orthogonal transformations in R r and dr is the volume element of the invariant measure on T, normalized such that j'rdr= 1. We now explain that this stronger L2-norm version of Theorem 2 A is already sharp apart from the constant factor. Let ~(!) denote an arbitrary point in the cube Using a simple compactness argument we conclude that there exists an infinite discrete set S'~R x such that
Essentially the same random construction shows that for a suitable infinite discrete set S"cR K the L| Here we used the simple fact that every set A(r, a, v) (rE T, a E(0, 1], v ER K) is the disjoint union of not more than 2 tc sets of type
t~[S",A]
This result indicates that Theorem 2 A is nearly best possible. From Theorem 2 A one can immediately obtain results concerning the unit torus.
Let ~ be a distribution of n points in the unit cube U g. Extend ~ periodically over the whole K-space R r modulo U r. That is, let 3 ~* = {x+l: x E ~, ! E Zr}. We should mention here the pioneering result of Schmidt. For boxes in arbitrary position and K=2,3 he proved the slightly weaker lower bound (n.~K) v2-1/2r-~ (see Schmidt [12] ); for arbitrary K it was hopeless 'to handle the very difficult integral equations that arise.
For balls Schmidt [12] We note without proof that using the "truncation" technique in the proof of Theorem 1 A it is not hard to show the following "contained in U K'' version of Corollary 2B: Let ~ be an arbitrary distribution of n points in U r. Let AcR K be a compact convex body of diameter less than one. Further suppose that r(A)>>-n -ILK.
Then there exist an orthogonal transformation z0, a real a0 E (0, 1] and a vector v0 E R K such that A(~0, a0, Vo)=Ao is contained in UK and has "error"
In-the forthcoming paper II we shall study the (traditional) case when rotation is forbidden (i.e., we may only contract and translate). We mention in advance that in this case the magnitude of the "error" depends mainly on the smoothness of the boundary surface aA of the given compact convex body A~-R K.
The proofs are based on the so-called "Fourier transform method". As far as I know, the first appearance of this method is in Roth [10] . The same basic idea was later utilized in Baker [2] and Beck [4] , [5] .
We have learned that in the case K=2 results similar to our Corollary 2 B, 2 C and 2D have been proved, independently and about the same time by Montgomery [14] .
We explain the machinery of the "Fourier transform method" with the following simple example. 
Clearly Theorem 3 is an easy consequency of Corollary 2 C, but in the next section we give a simple direct proof.
Illustration of the method
Proof of Theorem 3. The proof is based on an argument to "blow up" the "trivial error" (see (2.10) where * denotes the convolution operation.
More explicitly,
In other words, F,.r(x) equals the "error" of the intersection (r[-r, dr+x)n U r. Since the "error function" F,., has the form of a convolution (see (2.1), it is natural to utilize the theory of Fourier transformation. We recall some well known facts (see any textbook on harmonic analysis). 
Qo(q)=fR,(~' frLL. r(t)ledrdr). l(aZo-n. a~, o)"(t)leat. (2.6)
For the sake of brevity, let 1 2q
Thus we can rewrite (2.6) as follows: Before verifying (2.9) we explain how it will be used to prove the theorem. As in Schmidt [12] we shall apply the following trivial observation:
if B c U r satisfies 0 < ~ < kt(B) < 1 -___~6, then B n n has "err~ I 1-n-/z(B)
. Combining (2.10), (2.2) and (2.5) we see >6.
(2.10)
Next let p=~K -~rz. From (2.9), (2.8) and (2.11) it follows that f f
f2o(p) = Jar COp(t). I~(t)l 2 dt >> (nVlC) r-I Jar toq(t)"
Therefore, by (2.12), (2.5) and (2.2) we obtain the existence of a cube A in arbitrary position such that the diameter of A is less than one and A similar calculation shows the validity of the opposite inequality << min {q2X, qX-t
Indeed, let ll~>l ..... lx_,~l be arbitrary two-powers, that is, let lj=2 ~, sj>~O, I<~j<~K-1.
It is easily seen that 1 fq2q 
w(t 88
It is not hard to see that dr >><< H rain 1, .
(t, I--;D j=l q Summarizing, we obtain (2.19) as follows
%(t)=1~ frL~:(t)'2 drdr
From (2.18) and (2.19) the desired (2.9) follows immediately. Hence the proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 1 A
First we renormalize Theorem I A as follows. 
I
We recommend the reader to read first the proof of Throughout we assume that n is sufficiently large depending on K and e>0 only. 
Proof. Let pl=M/2 and pj+l=P~ogn, j>~l. Let Wj = fltx (wpflx)) 2 dx, j I> 1.
We may assume that for every pj>~M, exp {-(logn) 2/3} card {Q(pj) N S} ~> ~0 (2pj)r. for all j with l~<j ~< l = (log n) 1/2.
Let n be sufficiently large. Then (3.3) contradicts the second inequality in (3.2), since
Lemma 3.1 follows.
If alternative (i) of Lemma 3.1 is true, then we are immediately done. Indeed, the cube Q(mo) contains less than I0 % of the expected of the points zj, and by a standard averaging argument we get the existence of a ball B contained in Q(mo) with radius mo/K such that Ez:BI<~(B ). Thus B is certainly contained in Q(M)=[-M, M] r and has a huge "error"
Therefore, from now on we may assume the validity of alternative (ii) of Lemma We introduce two measures. For any HeR Ic let
Z0(H) = card (S n H N Q(mo))
where m0 is defined to satisfy property (ii) in centered at the origin and having radius r. The parameter r will be specified later.
Consider the function
where * denotes the convolution operation. More explicitly, Clearly Gr(x) is a good approximation of the "error function"
otherwise, since the "weight" E(x) is extremely small whenever (B(x, r) is not contained in Q(mo) ( we mention in advance that r<m0/2). In order to estimate the quadratic average of Gr(x) we shall employ the theory of Fourier transformation. Besides identities (2.3) and (2.4) we need (see any textbook on harmonic analysis) 
fRK(Gr(X))2dX= fRK'Gr(t)12dt"
On combining (2.3), (3.4), (3.7) and (3.8), we conclude that G, = E-~ Fr = E* (zr'fdZo-dl~o)").
(3.9)
Unfortunately, ~, has a rather difficult form, so we introduce the following auxiliary function
z~ ~ B(x, r) n Qfm 0) JB( x, r) n Q(m 0
From (3.10), (2.3) and (3.8) we obtain
For the sake of brevity, let
Then, by (3.9), (3.10), (3.12) and (3.13)
(~=/~-x-(~.~p) and H~=~.~0, and we see that
/-It(t)-(~(t) = fa" (~ ~(t)-~ ~(t -u)). qo(t -u)-E(u) du.
(3.11) (3.12) (3.13) (3.14)
iff(x) = e -a2x~cz then f(t) = le-r (3.16) a An outline of the proof of Theorem 1 B is as follows. Since Hr has the form of a simple product (i.e./tr=:~r 9 ~p), it is not hard to prove that the L2-norm of Hr is "large". Moreover, we shall show that the difference Hr-Gr is "predominantly small". Combining these arguments, we shall obtain a good lower bound to the L2-norm of f~r, or by Parseval-Plancherel identity, to the L2-norm of the "truncated error function" Gr(x).
We start with the investigation of the difference ~,(t)-(~,(t). Using the following well-known result: and since the parameter r will be less than M,
ILl, I
[~,(t) I = (2sr)K n e ,x tdx ~< .~(B(0, r)) ~< n. Let q, 0<q< 89 0. (log n) -3 be a real parameter to be fixed later. Let TcR K be a
Lebesgue measurable set such that the usual Euclidean distance of the origin 0 E R 1r and T is greater than 1/q (note that in this section we do not use the group of proper orthogonal transformations, so this notation cannot cause any confusion). 
(~o l~(t-u)12du } dt dr-c~ ffq ( frdt) dr"
Note that by definition r.t>-q.inft~rltl>l, and const stands for positive absolute constants depending only on the dimension K.
Next we need two lemmas concerning ~0(t) and ~p(t). We recall:
Wm(X ) = card {(UX+x) n Q(m) NS}, S = {z I ..... zn} and m I = mo/log n.
For any real b, 0<b<200, let We postpone the proof of these lemmas to the end of this section. Combining Lemma 3.1 (ii) and Lemma 3.2 A we get 
2fRx(Wmo(X))2dx+2fsx(go(Q(-~)+x))2dx~fsx{D2oo(X))2dx. (3.33)
Now let r/>0 be arbitrarily small but fixed. We distinguish two cases (I) and (II). 
T o = Q(2bo)\Q(bo). (3.39)
inf Itl = bo ~> ao > I, tero q i.e., the Euclidean distance of the origin 0ER r and To is greater than 1/q. By (3.28) 
f q2q(f To, Gr(t )12dt )dr>~l l (f q2qL~r(t )12dr)' l f f . )(t )12dt

fro{ (26o)-~c f~o lqa(t-u)12du} dt ~ f~zoo) lqa(t)12dt.
fq~ ( frolG, (t)12dt) dr >-const" b~To+~" frol~P(t)' 2dt-n-~" qr
b0 r+~" f ,2oo, Iqg(t) 12dt-O(q).
fq2q(frol~,(t)12dt)dr>>(1-O(n-"/4)), q-+l .bo -/r0 Iw(t)12dt-O(q).
(3.44)
By hypothesis (I), (3.37) and (3.39) we get fro lW(t)12dt >> 1 {_(log n)2/3} 9 (mo) r. 
fq2~ (f. (G,(x))2dx) dr= f2~ (f. lG, (t)12dt) dr
>~ fq2q ( frolG,(t)12dt) dr >> q'(mo)2X-l-~.
We recall: Gr=E. 
],jentx,~z.rol-~(B(xo, ro))>>(mo) K-'-~.
Since mo~ 89 ira. exp {-(log n)2/3}, we conclude that ~
1-/~(B(xo, ro)) > n 1/2-1r2~-~ zj E B(xo, ro)
if n is sufficiently large depending only on K and e>0. This completes case (I).
(II)
fQ(aO ]~P(t)12dt~> 1 aQ(l Oo) f '~P(t)12dt where ao=n~.(mo) -1.
This is the simpler case. From (3.37) and Lemma 3.3 (ii) we obtain >> exp {-(log n)~3} 9 (2too) K. 
card ( ( Q(1) + x2 ) n Q(mo) fl S ) >~ 'D % (x2)l ~ 2 " ( 2 ) r = 21u(Ao),
and so Consequently, we have 1 ~ 2 ./~(Ao). 
n-2~=(1/ao).n -~.
Again we distinguish two cases (a) and (13) . 
JnJ(x-y) (Ei(Y).dZofY)-E,(y). d/zofy))
where S,(x) denotes the number of points zj which lie in (Q(1/50)+x) N Q(mi) (note that b=50).
It is easy to see that (i=0, 1) Proof of Lemma 3.3. We prove only (i). The proof of (ii) goes along exactly the same lines as that of (i). 
fR (S,(x))2 dx>> fR, (Wm,(X))2 dx.
fR lK(t)12" l~o(t)12 dt = fRK ( f~ h(x-y) (dZo-d#o) (Y) )2 dx.
(3.56) (3.57) Observe that (see (3.29)) Db(X) = ~ h(x-y) (dZo-dlao) (y).
(3 J58) 
Proof of Theorem 2A
For notational convenience let Q(a) denote the cube [-a, a] r, a>0 real.
Let M>0 be a parameter to be fixed later.
We recall: S={zl, z2, z3 .... ) is the given infinite discrete subset of R/~.
We introduce two measures. For any EcR x let Z0(E) = card (S A E A Q(M)),
i.e., Z0 denotes the counting measure generated by the discrete set S fl Q(M). (4.6) where T is the group of proper orthogonal transformations in R r and dr is the volume element of the invariant measure on T, normalized such that fr dr= 1.
frfolfRx(F~,~(x))Edxdadr=fnx(frfo'L~.a(t),2dadr).l(dZo-dlZo)^(t)[2dt
We mention in advance that M~>100.diam(A) where diam stands for diameter.
Thus we may assume that -(2M)r< card fl < 2" (2M) r. where 6>0 is a sufficiently small constant depending only on K. Then for every t* E Q" (we recall: Q=Q(100-2 -m. K-v2)\Q(6 9 2-'))
I=y
where a denotes the (K-1)-dimensional surface area and B(0, r) is the ball {xERX:
Ix)~r}.
Choosingf=xA-x-G, by (2.3) and (2.4) we have x,:,,-,)G(,)ay)2a,,.
Therefore, in order to give a lower bound to (4.11), it suffices to investigate the righthand term of the last equality. We shall construct the desired function G in the form of a difference G=h-H. The functions h and H will satisfy the following properties:
(ii) both functions h and H are "predominantly" positive. Let r(h) be the smallest radius such that fB h(y) dy 99 (0, r(h)) 100 '
and similarly, let r(H) be the smallest radius such that fn 99 (0,,~H))H(y) dy >~ I0--O-"
We also need the following property: (iii) r(H) is "much smaller" than r(h). In other words, the integral ofH(y), y E R K is "essentially concentrated" on a much smaller ball centered at the origin than that of h(y), y E R x.
The geometric heuristics of the proof is as follows. Assume x0 EA, and further that the Euclidean distance of x~ and the boundary aA of A is in the interval [r(H), 2r(H)].
Since the ball B(xo, r(H))={x0-y: [yl~<r(H)} is contained in A, it is expected that fR ZA(x0--y) H(y) dy 9 K 10 (note that H(z) is not necessarily positive everywhere on the set {x0-z:zEA }, but "predominantly" positive). On~e other hand, the intersection B(x0, r(h))NA forms, roughly speaking, a half-ball, so it is rightly expected that the integral flit XA(X0--y) h~) dy is also about the half of the integral fB h(y) dy = 9___9_9 co, ,(h)) 1 O0 '
i.e. about 89 Summarizing, for these values of x0 we expect that the integral
I f. ZA('--Y)'G(y)dyI = f.ZA('--Y)(H--h)(y)dy
is greater than a positive absolute constant, which implies the desired lower bound to (4.11).
After the heuristics we give the explicit form of h and H. Let where 0<el<e2<e<e4 and e2-el=e4-e3 . These four parameters ei, 1~<i~<4 will be specified later. Here the parameter c~>4 will be specified later as a sufficiently large absolute constant depending only on K. Observe that e2-el=e4-e3.
Choosing 
.21) J Q(E3 +e4)~Q(e 4-e 3)
In order to give a lower bound to the right-hand term of (4.21) (and via this to (4.11)), it suffices to investigate the left-hand term of (4.20) .
Using the well known general identity (see any textbook on harmonic analysis) Indeed, then for some d, a<d<b, sin(dx)=0, and so we have that
f.,/(x).g(x)dx=f.,/h).~(t)dt
Let 
For any compact convex body PcR g and real O, O<o<<-r(P) (we recall: r(P) denotes the length of the radius of the largest inscribed ball in P), let P- [O] be the set of all centres of balls of radius 0 contained in P. It is obvious that P- [O] is also compact and convex.
We shall apply the following result from discrete geometry (Hadwiger [7] Here OP denotes the boundary surface of P, and t~ is the (K-1)-dimensional surface area.
Let e=c. ee= (1/c) .e4. Now we are ready to estimate from below the left-hand term of (4.20). We distinguish two cases (I) and (II). where Jo is the largest index j such that e4.bj < . 1.
fQ H(y) dy = l-fn H(y)dy >~ l-fn
IH(Y)IdY. (~) "\~(~) '~\e(~,) fn XA(X0--y) H(y) dy I> 1 --2 JnKNQ(xL4.)IH(Y)[ dy.
f.g(f.gZA(x-y)(h-H)(y)dy)2dx>>(,~<~ot4"b~)'(jo<jI~<_Kbj ) ifc>~C3o(K) 9
Now we return to (4.11). By definition
~, a(t) = a r.2A(r-I(at))
where X~, a denotes the characteristic function of A(r, a, 0). Consequently, for every t* E Qm=Q(2K1/2(e3+e4))~Q(Kl/2(e3+e4) ) (see (4.10) and (4.19)), which was to be proved. The proof of Theorem 2A is complete.
Remark. The proof actually gives that there exists a set A0=A(ro, a0, Vo) such that and l~>a0>c32(K) (i.e. the contraction factor is larger than a positive absolute constant).
